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After alot of research on the anti-theft system for E36's it has come to my attention that there
are many misleading threads on this topic. For those in the worry that this will inform car
thieves how to simply hotwire your car without use of either your EWS 1 car key or your EWS 2
chip coded key.. Do a search on "EWS delete" and you'll see what I mean! And misinformation
like that is gonna tick you off if you didnt read on that it wasnt info meant for your car and you
cut wires that didnt do squat but cause you more problems. Also this thread is to help people,
like myself, who want to perhaps do an engine swap upgrade.. I will try to also include it as an
attachment at the end of my post. As you can see, there were several versions of antitheft
systems in E36's thru the years.. Now this is where alot of confusion happens with EWS I could

use some help with the DME information.. And as for the Siemens MS To understand the bypass
of the silver DME.. Let's get this straight.. My steering wheel doesnt have that Antenna Ring
installed to detect a chip. Evidently there are two ways to go about this if I put an OBD2 engine
in my car. Fork out some cash to have the Siemens MS I could use some help on clearing up
this info.. The donor engine M52 or S52 I get.. The mechanical part of the key I dont need.. This
method saves me from sending the DME to be flashed.. BUT it allows me to get the system to
work and I dont have to change door locks or the ignition lock. Please chime in if you have
answers to my questions or any extra information. I however will live in a tent to make shit
happen. I would love to get this issue solved. This is costing me a fortune. Agent BMW trailer.
Originally Posted by Adriano. I'm not shore if theres anything else you have to send them.
Originally Posted by Seeker. Sorry about that. Originally Posted by walker I have a bmw is can I
bypass the ews? I have a 95 m3. I am trying to trouble shoot my cars not starting problem. All
the lights turn on headlights dash etc. The check engine light is on too. My door locks work the
car just won't turn over. If I get the computer scanned would it tell me what's up? Any help
appreciated. Towed the car out of the parking to fix it, was simply the hose at the gas pump
badly fixed great conception and job bmw , fixed it correctly and nothing No way, they can wait,
I prefer to burn the car than do that. That's 2 months I'm working on that to find a simple
solution to get away with that ews, there was a 4 stars sra alarm that I removed so it may be
worth now , asked help to rpmotorsport live. I have a 96' i that originally came with EWS II but
for some reason the EWS protection doesn't work anymore since the previous owner installed
an aftermarket alarm. It seems the installer knew what they were deleting as the master key that
I got with the car had been gutted of the light and transponder chip inside it. I'll try do some
more digging to find out what exactly they've done to bypass the ews. Ews Seeker If you are
swaping the s52 into your 93 you would be better off just converting the s52 to obd1 you have
everything you need on your m50 you will just need to get a chip from AA just a thought great
thread BTW. So what is the correct way to delete the EWS I? I heard snip the green wire in the 7
pin at the engine harness, but I dont know if this is for the M42 or just the M I cant find much on
the delete of the EWS I system anywhere. Originally Posted by hennebury. I have a 96 is it only
came with one key. The previous owner said he replaced the ignition thats all he had Its
different from the door locks and trunk, So I bought a UAS plug and play alarm that lock and
unlocks the car. It came with 2 flip keys which I got cut to work in the ignition. Now my question
is "Can I remove the chip from the key and the transponer ring off the ignation and relocate
them inside the dash or do I need to add an extra ring etc? No I don't want to go to the dealer
like everyone keeps saying. Nor do i know what the replacement come out of so couldn't order
it if i wanted too. I just want to relocate the chip. Or if someone knows how i can get a
replacement chip in socal programmed from using my chip to give me extra chips for the keys
they may work too. Join the effort: BF. I want to do it because my car wont start. I see a relay for
the wires to go to start the car so im thinking that i just have to install the relay and my car will
work with EWS eliminated!! I own a i which does not. So, my i breaks down, of course with all
the computer controls in it I can not fix it. So, this is my last BMW, actually probably my last car
newer than 's. No more friggin computer cars for me, sucks. Computers taking over our cars is
too much, simplier is better. Maybe you should just ride a bicycle instead and you won't even
have to put gas in it. Straight answer to the original poster: How to eliminate EWS1? For
example you got M3 with silver ecu, to eliminate the EWS sim
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ply get a ecu with brown label from late production M3. If you got i with EWS then just get red
label , install and enjoy. How to eliminate EWS2? Even if I wrote step by step procedure how to
do it, even with video, it will be complicated to do for person who never worked with computer
HEX code language. This requires working with raw HEX code and recalculating checksum, it is
not that hard to do but most people don't even know how to find a OBD2 connector on the car
so I don't even want to waste my time. I tried to post information on OBD1 ecu modding for free
but people like MarkD and other basement ecu tuners cry to moderation to ban me. Is that
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